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Masters Swimming Facts 
 The body naturally degenerates as we get older
 Set personal goals based on your current age group 

ability, we can’t match what we did when we were 20!
 You are at an advantage if you learnt to swim when you 

where a child (neural pathways)
 It is a myth that you cannot learn to swim well as an 

adult
 Consistency is the KEY
 Flexibility, Strength, Nutrition and Recovery all work 

synergistically to bring about peak performance



The Fundamentals of a training Program

Taper

Speed

Lactate 
Production

Endurance 

Technique



F = Number of sessions?
I = Lactate production / Quality
T = Distance & Speed
T = Time spent in training 

(swimming/dryland)

Establish Frequency, Intensity, 
Type & Time (FITT)



Typical example of a training schedule
Mon Tues Weds Thurs Fri Sat Sun

AM OFF 6am-
7am

OFF 6am-
7am

6am-
7am

OFF 6am-
7am

PM 6pm-
7pm

6pm-
7pm

OFF 6pm-
7pm

OFF OFF OFF

Comparison training schedule

Mon Tues Weds Thurs Fri Sat Sun

AM OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 6am-
7am

OFF

PM OFF 6pm-
7pm

OFF 6pm-
7pm

OFF OFF OFF



Stroke Talk – What are Base strokes?
 There are 4 strokes used in competition for pool swimming; 

Freestyle, Backstroke, Butterfly & Breaststroke

 Freestyle and Backstroke are commonly known as base 
strokes:
 These can be used to swim larger distances at a moderate 

pace with low impact on stroke efficiency deterioration.

 Freestyle is the fastest swimming stroke for two reasons:
 1 – “Constant Propulsion”  - When swum properly, freestyle 

is the only stroke which has a constant kicking and pulling 
phase.

 2 – “Low Resistance” – Again, when swum properly, freestyle 
produces the least amount of frontal and form drag on a 
swimmer.



Difference between open water and 
pool swimming competitions
 Distance
 Speed 
 Environment (weather and ocean conditions 
 Stroke (open water = freestyle only due to efficiency)
Question: Do we train the same for open water and pool 
competitions?

 Fatigue = Drop off and backend speed
 Swimming the best race over the specified distance
 How to prepare for the toughest part of the race (last 20-30%)



Efficiency in swimming
 What is swimming efficiency?

 The ability to swim at a faster pace using the least amount of 
energy

 Drag force increases the faster an object moves through the 
water 

 Therefore, with every propulsive force, drag force increases



Efficiency while training
 Two major fundamentals to efficiency;

 1 – Streamline
 2 – Body alignment (balance & hip position)
Freestyle and backstroke  swum on the side, not the front. 
The idea is to swim from ‘side to side, passing across the 
front.’ Notice the relaxed position of the swimmer’s neck 
and head. 



 Push off the wall correctly 
(side/back)

 Fast Kicks off the wall, travel 10m
 Accelerate into Turns
 Swim every lap continuously
 Always kick at a fast pace

How to increase efficiency



Control the Training
 Reduce stroke count
 Reduce breathing
 Reduce heart rate
 Increase Efficiency = 

increase speed

 Questions….???
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